
Belt driven tail gives the fast 

response from the Radio Control.

Not typically found in 250 class heli-

copters but is unique to ours.

BELT DRIVEN TAIL
SKY-X303V 3-axis stability system 

with flybarless technology.

Adjustable for MAX stability and 

near hands-free hover.

STABILITY CONTROL
CNC-milled Aluminum, Fiberglass, 

Alloys and Composite Materials.

To finish of this great looking heli-

copter is a polycarbonate canopy.

LIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL

UNIQUE FEATURES

SKYARTEC 250 WASP-X3V
The Skyartec Wasp X3V is a high-specification RTF or receiver-

ready, 250-class radio controlled electric helicopter designed for

the RC Helicopter enthusiast. This WASP is one of the most advanced in its helicopter line, the fully aerobatic Wasp X3V is one the RC Helicopter enthusiast. This WASP is one of the most advanced in its helicopter line, the fully aerobatic Wasp X3V is one 

of the first RTF helicopters in this size and price range to incorporate three-axis flybarless technology. It also incorporates a 

belt-driven tail in lieu of the motor-driven tail prevalent among 250-class helicopters. Construction is of CNC-milled aluminum, 

fiberglass, alloys and composites. The polycarbonate canopy is a slightly modified carryover of the one fitted to the Wasp X3V. 

This upgraded model comes equipped with Skyartec's NASA701 seven-channel transmitter with a six-channel SKY-X303V This upgraded model comes equipped with Skyartec's NASA701 seven-channel transmitter with a six-channel SKY-X303V 

three-axis flybarless compatible receiver. The NASA system allows setting of such parameters as exponential and dual rates 

via a menu-driven LCD screen.

Training skids, a padded aluminum carrying case and high-performance blades are available as options.

Radio System           2.4GHz Radio System

Radio Control Range  762m (2500ft)

Battery                      7.4V 900mAh Lithium Poly. & Charger

Speed Control           Brushless ESC - BMC-15A

Gyro                       SKY-X302V - Three Axis

Main Drive Gear     120T

Motor Pinion        14T

Flying Weight        293g (10oz)

Length               455mm (18in)

Tail Rotor Dia.     130mm (5.1in)

Main Rotor Dia.    475mm (18.7in)

Motor Type         Brushless BL250 4500Kv Motor

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM          DETAILS
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